
Sandstone Weathered Buddha
Head Statue for Home and
Garden Decor
Read More
SKU: 01642
Price: ₹23,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Statues, Buddha Head Statues,
Garden Buddha Statue, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture,
Buddha Head Stone Statue For Garden, Stone Buddha
Head Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

Baulamala Stone Beautiful
Buddha Head Statue for
Outdoor Garden
Read More
SKU: 01622
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Garden Buddha Statue, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Baulamala Sandstone Statue Manufacturer, Big
Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Head Idols,
Buddha Head Sculpture, Buddha Head Stone Statue
For Garden, Buddha Stone Sculpture, Buddha Stone
Statue Manufacturer
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Product Description

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha
Head 10 inch
Read More
SKU: 01325
Price: ₹9,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture

Product Description

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha Head 10 inch. An alternative to other common postures of Lord
Buddha. With a rich stone finish, fits any interior theme.
Material: Soapstone Pink stone Height: 10 inch Dimension(HWL): 10 x 5 x 5 inch Statue
Type: Buddha
Lord Buddha, was a prince raised in opulent, and over-the-top living. left the lavishes in search
of enlightenment. He spent his entire life teaching others about the meaning of life, inner
peace, and elimination of suffering. Like his other physical features, Buddha's heads also have
indulged much spiritual substance.His carved head represents sagacity, a sense of calmness
and tranquility can be felt by looking at his smile. The "Ushnisha" bump on his head represents
the wisdom and intellect he gained after enlightenment. The "Urna" is the third eye, which can
make him see beyond the materialistic and physical world. His long ear lob symbolizes the
wealthy life he used to live, also state that he can hear the suffering of the world. His half-
closed eyes depict his deep meditative state yet see through the awakened third eye. He
always bears a smile on his face, it illustrates despite all the suffering his understanding of the
universe. For academic success place the head in the corner facing east, in the kids or study
room. It helps to maintain positive and harmonious vibes with ins surrounding. You can fall into
a meditative state by gazing at his head only. Placement: The bust has not only spiritual
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significance it's a great object for decorative purposes. You can statue the bust between the
flowers pot in your balcony, along with the few other items on your dresser, shelve, opt for a
single stool, and put the bust n your corridors. Entrance table of the office, restaurant, hotels.
Also, proof to be a beautiful gifting option for your dear one. Care: The advantage of soapstone
is that it is a non-porous material also very easy to clean. So use a sponge or a piece of cloth
and wipe down the surface to buff.

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha
Head 9 inch
Read More
SKU: 01324
Price: ₹8,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture

Product Description

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha Head 9 inch. An auspicious symbol of peace, encapsulate
reposeful expression. Can be displayed in the living room cabinet or can be set on the foyer
table. The glossy glaze keeps making this Buddha bust especially artful. Material: Pink
Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 9 x 5 x 5 inch About Lord Buddha: Buddha means the
awakened one.  And the pioneer of Buddhism. He was raised and brought up with wealth and
richness, away from any reality a man face during his life. But when he encountered the reality
it makes him distressed to the core, that no wealth can save anyone from getting old, falling
sick, and death. So he stepped out from his lavish life and make his journey to find a way to
free oneself from the suffering of the universe. Which he found six years later, under a Bodhi
tree, by meditating deeply. And spent the remaining life teaching others, about his findings. He
gave his first sermon in Sarnath, to his dispels. Which include the four noble truths and the
eight-fold path.
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Lord Buddha is always associated with self-knowledge and intellect. For academic success put
the Buddha head facing east in your kid's bedroom or in the study.About the statue: Every
feature of Lord Buddha has some significant aspect of his life. Unlike his dissimilar posture and
gesture, from sitting to reclining, his head always remains the same has similar physiognomy in
all postures. His semi-closed eyes depict the meditative state with the awakening of the mind
which is looking inward as well as an outward realm. The dot on his forehead, known as his third
eye to see beyond the material and physical world. His elongated earlobes depict his ability to
hear the sound of the world suffering. The smirk smile on the face illustrates the supreme
enlightenment is reflected in his smile, with a better understanding of the universe.
Placement:  Bring home the Enlighted piece. Apart from its spiritual significance, it can prove
to be a statement piece in your décor. If you have a tiny balcony garden then create a space
among the flower pots to statue the bust. You can opt to sit it on the sideboard, or on the
console in the corridor of your home or office, it can be placed solo or you can place it between
two similar lamps. Care: To clean the statue use a cloth or brush to wipe the surface.

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha
Head 6 inch
Read More
SKU: 01323
Price: ₹5,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture

Product Description

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha Head 6 inch. A breathtaking statement piece upholds a sense of
generosity and compassion. Can be sat on the console table alone or with a few more figurines.
Spread calm around the surrounding. Material: Pink Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 6 x 3.5 x
3.5 inch About the statue: Every feature of Lord Buddha has some significant guise of his life.
Like his posture and gesture from sitting to reclining, has some important and distinct
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characteristics. His countenance also illustrates his traits. His half-closed eyes are a symbol of a
deep concentrating state with an awakened mind, seeing inward as well as an outward realm.
The dot between his eyes depicts his supernatural vision of seeing beyond the material and
physical world. His stretched earlobes represent wisdom and compassion towards the suffering
which he can hear. The smirk smile on the face illustrates both happiness and suffering and a
better understanding of the universe. About Lord Buddha: Although born as a prince,  in a
royal family. raised with all luxury and away from the brutal reality of a human face in his life
Lord Gautama pursued until the age of twenty-nine. When he was confronted with the reality
that, no wealth can save an individual from falling sick, getting old, and death. So he left the
lavish life and went to search for a path to escape the certain suffering. Which he found six
years later near Bodh Gaya, under a Bodhi tree by engaging with deep meditation. He did not
keep his knowledge up to himself, he spent his remaining days teaching others, about his
findings. He preaches his dispels first time in Sarnath. The teaching included his four noble
truths and the eight-fold path. Lord Buddha is the embodiment of wisdom and intellect. For
academic growth place a Buddha head in a kid's bedroom or study facing him east.    
Placement: To amplify the positivity a must-have piece in your space. Sat the statue on the
console or sideboard, alone or you can add a few figurines along with, placing it between two
lamps will be adding more bonus in the décor. The cabinet in your living room also is a notable
place to showcase the masterpiece. Care: It is extremely easy to clean, you only need a brush
or cloth, simply wipe down the surface enough to ward off dust.

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha
Head 6.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01322
Price: ₹5,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture
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Product Description

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha Head 6.5 inches. This Buddha head will make your decor stand
out. The charming youthful look spreads the feeling of calm. Coordinate it with lamps on the
sideboard or a console table just as beautiful alone.
Material: Soapstone / Pinkstone Dimension(HWL): 6.5 x 3.5 x 3.5 inch
About Lord Buddha: Born as Siddhartha Gautama, refer as Buddha after attaining the
enlightenment. After enlightenment, he spent teaching others his remaining life about his
discovery to the path one can free himself from the suffering. He has achieved the highest
knowledge and supreme intelligence. The  "enlightenment" means awakening towards the
universal reality. His basic teaching includes the four noble truths, the eight-fold path, and the
three universal truths. He gave his first sermon at Sarnath to his disciples. Wisdom, kindness,
generosity, are the important morals,  one should follow in his life was his teaching.About the
statue: Unlike the distinctive posture of Lord Gautama with different meanings. From sitting to
reclining each of his gestures conveys something of his life, but his head remains the same
expression through every of his posture. The charming youthful and smirk smile has a lot of
aspects revealing about his characteristics. The Ushnisha represent his wisdom. The Urna
depicts his third eye which can see beyond the material and physical world. His semi-closed
eyes represent his awakened mind, which balanced the external and internal self. His long
earlobes depict his ability to hear of the suffering and understand those. The smile depicts that
he is well understood the universe despite the suffering. Lord Buddha has been always
associated with peace, so keeping a Buddha bust facilitates achieving inner peace of which is
helpful to lead a happy life both mental as well as physical. Adding serenity to the environment
is also useful for academic growth, keep a Buddha head in the kid's room or study room facing
east would be helpful to rip the benefits more. Placement: Not only spiritual significance it
proved to be a very magnificent option for, decoration. Place it on the console or sideboard,
either alone or with lamps or a few other figurines. You can create a tiny balcony garden by
placing him among the flower pots. Your living room shelf also is a beautiful place to showcase
the statue. Don't forget to consider it to be a gifting option for special occasions. Care: It's
extremely to clean with the help of a broom or cloth you can dust the surface periodically.
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Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha
Head 5.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01321
Price: ₹4,300.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture

Product Description

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha Head 5.5 inches. The charming and youthful head statue upon a
stair-shaped pedestal, smooth finished surface, amplify your interior ornamentation. The
peaceful vibes allow you to arrange it with other figurines on top of your console or sideboard,
shelf.
Material: Pinkstone / Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 5.5 x 3 x 3 inch
About Lord Buddha:  From the princely life of Siddhartha Gautama to Lord Budha, his life turn
around when he realized that no wealth can save him from facing the utter truths one's face in
this life, like getting old, falling sick, and death. He left his lavish life to find a way to get freed
from suffering, and after six years of searching, he finally attain enlightenment. And spent the
rest of life sharing the path to escape from the suffering, with the world. He has to develop the
superiority of sense and insight. His teachings include the four noble truths and the eightfold
path, perches the first time in Sarnath to his dispels.About the Head: Like distinct features of
his posture from standing to reclining, the head feature remains the same in all statues. His
head too displays many aspects of his life. The crown on his head represents intellect and
sagacity. The dot on his forehead represents his supernatural vision, to see with mental power.
His half-closed eyes, in a state of deep meditation, depict the mind was awake and balanced
between the external and internal realm. The long earlobes represent his ability to hear the
suffering of the world and signify compassion and wisdom. The smirk smile which he always
carries on his face represents the mind that is free of suffering and understanding of the
universe. His head the most important part of the body itself represents his characteristics. The
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head is the representation of the intellect and generosity of knowledge he attained by being an
awakened one. Inner peace is the way to bring happiness into life, in this hectic lifestyle it is
difficult to possess. So keeping a symbol of placidity and calmness like a Buddha head statue
will help to improve the positive vibes into life. For academic purposes consider it to place in the
kids and study room by facing him to the east will rip more benefits. Placement: If you have a
balcony garden then create a space among the flower pots to statue him. Otherwise, you can
place him on the console of your living or corridor with a few more figurines. Your sideboard will
also be a useful place to statue him between two similar patterned lamps. A beautiful gifting
option to consider for your dear ones. Care: Pink stone is a   nonporous material, which does
not need much attention for cleaning, you can simply dust the surface with a cloth or brush
enough to ward off the dust.

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha
Head 4.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01320
Price: ₹3,300.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture

Product Description

This Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha Head is a 4.5 inches masterpiece created by amazing stone
craftsmen of Odisha. The bold Buddha statue in a stair-shaped pedestal, with a glossy finish
ready to embrace the decor of your indoor interior.  A graceful option to place in your living
room over the console or sideboard.
Material: Pinkstone / Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 4.5 x 3 x 3 inch
About Lord Buddha:Born as a prince, until the age of twenty-nine, raised with wealth and
luxury. His path of life changes when he encountered the universal truth of suffering the
"Dukha" of life. He realized the truth, that his wealth cannot save him from facing the suffering
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of getting old, falling sick, and death. There is when he left all the luxury and walk away in
searching for a way to evade the suffering. Which he finally discovered six years later after
attaining enlightenment. He spent the remaining life teaching others to achieve the path of
enlightenment. Lord Buddha has been achieved the supreme state of percipience, and
erudition. He gave his first sermon in Sarnath, which includes the four noble truths and the
eight-fold path. About this soapstone masterpiece: Like other differential postures of Lord
Buddha from sitting to reclining, his head always depicts the same feature in all postures. The
head is also filled with many, aspects of his life. The bumpy head depicts the knowledge and
insight he attains after enlightenment. The dot on his forehead refers as the third eye
represents his ability to see beyond the materialistic and physical world. His semi-closed eyes
can see the inner as well as the outer self. His lengthened earlobes illustrated his ability to hear
of suffering and a better understanding by responding it to. His lips which are always depicted
with a smirk smile represent the freedom from the chain of suffering as well as the real
understanding of the universe. His head is the iconic representation of his characteristic. It
displays the ocean of knowledge and wisdom he possesses being the awakened one. Happiness
comes from inner peace, but it is difficult to earn in this hectic time lifestyle. Keeping the head
of Lord Buddha bust, which itself is the epitome of peace and compassion will amplify the
positive energy into life. Placing him to the east, in the kids' or study room will be beneficial for
academic growth. Placement - An architect recommendation: Create a space in the garden
balcony, among the flower pots. Or put him on the console table with a few other figurines. You
can opt to place it in the middle of a sideboard between two lamps will add more adornment to
your decor. The best gifting option for your dear one on their special occasion. Care: Pinkstone
materials are widely appreciated for their nonporous nature, so cleaning these statues is
extremely easy to use a cloth or broom to dust the surface.
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